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Dear Readers,
Our annual meeting was a
tremendous success. I really
enjoyed working with Tom Bresse
and Gordon Lefebvre. Both had
so many great stories of outdoor
life in the Island Pond area. I hope
that you all enjoy this issue of the
newsletter.
The Society is doing well. Our
finances are fine and well managed.
The Brighton Elementary School
has run numerous field trips to the
museum which is generating
interest in our history among the
area children.
Once again, I would like to thank all who have
donated to the Society. Many have donated items
for the museum and are noted on page three. I
would especially like to thank Gilbert and Pauline
Wolf for their continued interest and support in the
Society. I also want to thank all of you who have
given your time for the museum, the newsletter and
any other administrative tasks.
Jeff Holt, the author of The Grand Trunk in
New England had agreed to speak at our next
annual meeting on August 3, 2003. Since he was a
child, Jeff has been involved in railroad life and
operations up and down the line on a daily basis.
This year we celebrate 150 years of railroading in
Island Pond and I trust Jeff's talk will be a memorable event.

EDITOR’S COMMENT-DELAY IN LAST
NEWSLETTER(SUGGESTED)
I would like to inform our membership about the
December newsletter. It was prepared, pre-sorted
and delivered to Island Pond Post Office at the bulk
rate we have used since 1967. The staff there
distributed the over 90 copies to local members and
rest was sent on to White River Junction for normal
processing and dispatching to out of town members.
It was reported to the Society that those members
did not receive their copy. The local Post Office
inquired and reply that some how they did not have
it and presumed that it was lost. A first for the
Society so it required reprinting several hundred
copies , relabeling and mailing which finally took
place in May.
We regret this delay but neither the Society or local
Post Office was responsible for this loss and delay.
We could not afford mailing this newlsetter at any
other rate but bulk as the cost is prohibitave. When
we initianlly began mailing the bulk rate was one half
cent a newsletter and now it is around twelve cents.
A first and hopefully a last for the Ssociety. We have
received many fine comments of this newsletter.
Thank You!

Mark C. Biron
President and Newsletter Editor
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HISTORIC PAINTED THEATRE
CURTAINS Revised 3/17/04
John Carbonneau
A recent study by Vermont Museum and Gallery indicated that
145 curtains still exist in Vermont.
These curtains that graced the
stages of theatres, Opera Halls and
Community buidlings in the nation
were created in the heyday of
vaudevillian theatres from the
1880s until 1940s. These huge murals were created second floor of the building.
and painted by a small number of intinerant painters.
Robert Naves was the last of these Vermont painters In our day the Opera Block was owned by Lawyer
who was killed fighting in China in World War II.
Amey, Island Pond National Bank, Morris McWain
and then acquired by the Town. After the war the
Island Pond’s Opera Hall once sported two of these partition was removed, the stage removed and hall
curtain paintings that once graced the stage which
extended to end of building. The balcony had been
was removed after World War II . The older curtain removed earlier. It was converted for use of school
I recall had a boy fishing in its right hand corner and and town athletic programs but still used for meeting
the newer one seemed to be a pastoral scene. Do
purposes and programs. Four funerals were held
any members recall more details on these two
there: George Fitzgerald, Lt Gov George N Dale;
curtains? The Opera Hall was divided in west side
his son , Senator Porter H Dale in the thirties and
with a huge enclosed area that included a large stage Donald Ming in the forties who was killed in military
and these curtains were in the front of the stage. At
service in world Wqar II. Anyone who recalls
the other end of the Hall was a large balcony that
paintings on the two curtains and/or remember their
seated hundreds of people who entered from the
fate please let us know.We have
been told the old Grand Piano
that played at functions for
decades was discarded.. Where?
When?
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Railroad Recollections
By Bill Elgood
It’s early on a summer morning in the midthirties. Gene Carbonneau and I are fishing from
a small boat on Spec Pond. A light mist rises
along with our hope for the nibble of a tat perch.
There’s a grade crossing not far from us at the
east end of the lsland Pond yard. We hear the
whistle of a locomotive: two long, modulated
moans and two quick toots. This is the standard
required warning signal but, as always, delivered
in a way unique to each engineer and recognized
by friends and relatives. We get a tingle of
excitement, momentarily forgetting our dangling
night-crawlers. Now we can hear the rushing
train and suddenly it’s in sight, a hundred yards
away, still gaining speed.
It’s locally known as the “Wild Duck” and
we’re sure that John Sloan is at the throttle. He’s
called “Highball” by contemporaries and is
known to revel in pushing it to the limit of safety
at every turn of the wheels between here and
Portland. His many years of experience haven’t
Island Pond Historical Society

dampened his joy in the chase and the challenge
of being admired as a crack engine man. He’s
one of the very best.
We look in admiration and envy at the
glistening engine and short train. White smoke,
denoting a skilled fireman, lays tight back along
the baggage car and coaches. The side rods and
drivers are a blur. We see Mr. Sloan, left hand
on the throttle, look toward us. He returns our
wave and, for good measure, gives the whistle a
blip. Our day is made almost before it starts.
Kids raised in a railroad divisional point
town are steeped in the smells, sounds and
sights of both the running and maintenance
trades. Many fathers work or have worked for
the old Grand Trunk, the Canadian National or
other roads. Some tell tall tales of itinerant
“booming” all over the continent.
We haunt the station platform as the noon
train from Montreal and the paper train from
Portland, the latter bringing the Boston Post and
4
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Globe, meet. We delight in scrounging
rides on a shunting yard engine. We see
huge cakes of natural ice being cut and
stored. We breeze through the freight
shed as if we owned it. We haunt the
rip track behind the shop and play on
the obsolete engines and surplus cabooses stored there. The roundhouse
and shop are a constant source of
wonder and amusement. To be allowed
by a friendly hostler to move the turntable or actually pull the throttle or
apply the brakes of a locomotive is one
of the great thrills of a young life.
There’s a 1ot to see so let’s take a
more detailed look at local railroad
operations of seventy years ago as seen
through the affectionate eyes of a railroad brat.
The station is the center of operations for the actual running of both
passenger and freight business. Ours is
a substantial, English style, brick
building with a slate roof and
crenellated tower, handily located on
the Town Square. It provides for the
needs of the traveling public, the ordering and dispatching of trains, railroad
and Western Union telegraphic communications, U.S. Customs and Immigration offices, a bunk house for visiting
tail end crews – conductors and trainmen –and the office of the Railway Express
Agency.
At the west end there’s a ticket and
Paymaster’s office, open during business hours
and manned by Pete Laffin with his racking,
whiskey cough. It’s part of a large, comfortable
passenger waiting room that’s flanked by a
smaller area equipped with spittoons for spitters
and smokers.
Adjacent is the Station Master’s office, occupied
by Bill Gleason who’s also the customs broker,
an agent who pays import duties on the spot in
return for a commission.
In the same area are the train dispatcher and
telegraph office, the dispatcher has the vital task
Island Pond Historical Society

of determining the schedule of trains originating
here. The accuracy of their arriva1, departure
and meeting times can be a matter of life and
death. With no radios, much less cell phones,
crews rely entirely on accurate watches to
coordinate operations. On a single track line it’s
obviously vita1 that slower trains take to sidings
for meets. When occasional1y, they don’t,
collisions result, sometimes with fatal results.
The telegraph is the main communication
1ink between stations and divisional points along
the road. Telegraphers, who use a bug rather
than a key, operate at phenomenal sending
speeds, or typing as they listen. Next east is the
5
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baggage room where ticketed passengers can
deposit and pick up their belongings.
At the east end of the station is the Railway
Express office run, with family assistance, by
Mike Carbonneau. Relatively small consignments of everything from baby chicks to fresh
bread are unfolded and held for local delivery.
Of course, outgoing service is also available.
The upper floors house Customs and
Immigration services and a so-called bunk room
where transient conductors and trainmen can
rest and prepare meals between runs.
Just east of the station, under the old rumbling automobile bridge is the office of the Car
Department and an adjacent small insulated ice
storage room. The area also provides space for
locomotive maintenance people from the round
house to wait at train time to service passenger
locomotives on the spot or to exchange those
scheduled for shop maintenance. In the latter
case, it’s considered a remarkable skill to be
able to dump the fire, go to the coal shoot for
coal and water and proceed into the roundhouse, using the 1ast gasp of residual steam.
Although Car Department people also
service passenger coaches in this area there’s
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maple syrup. Products of 1ocal furniture and
canning factories were shipped from their own
sidings. All freight was handled the hard way, by
hand truck and human sweat.
A private siding extended to Charlie
Johnson’s store and grain shed where bagged
grain and heavy building materials were delivered. It’s easy to recall part time work here with
Bill Flanders, Jr. while in high school. We
hauled grain from box cars up a couple of
flights to be dumped into 1arge hopper bottomed
storage bins. The pay for each of us was the
grand, minimum wage of twenty five cents an
hour! And no bonuses!!
Down near the east end at the yard, on the
north side, was the coal chute. This large barn
on stilts provided storage for the coal, sand and
water necessary for the constantly demanding
locomotives. Hopper bottomed cars are shunted
up a long ramp and emptied into bins. From
there, large quantities of coal for fuel, water for
steam and sand for traction could be quickly
released into the engine and tender waiting at
ground level.
On the south side, adjacent to the lake, is the

little love lost between them and the people in
the running trades or the shop. An earlier strike
has left a residue of strike breakers, still called
”scabs” and naturally scorned by those who
walked out.
The waiting Motive Power shop people,
especially in cold weather, often chip in to buy a
pint or two of oh be joyful to pass around for
the sake of personal warmth and lubrication to
match that of their iron charges, Forget prohibitionist Rule “G.”
The nearby small ice house provided for the
water coolers in passenger coaches and, after
equipment was modernized, for cooling the
entire car. By familial agreement and helped by
the bribe of an occasional case of beer, it also
served as a handy and cheap source of ice for at
least one local grocery store.
A nearby steel drum filled with water served
as a condenser at the end of a steam line from
the boiler room at the shop to provide heat for
parked coaches. Usually warm, this barrel
regularly provided for the morning ablutions of
the hurting but harmless town drunks who
would often stumble up out of the mill yard after
a hard night and hopefully splash his hands and
face. He complained bitterly if occasiona1ly the
water happened not to be warm enough.
Close by, more or less where the tennis
court is now located was the freight shed,
flanked by two sidings. This was the center for
unloading and temporarily storing, sorting and
redirecting incoming or outgoing heavy freight.
This included everything from merchandise for
local merchants to boats and cases of canned
Island Pond Historical Society
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main ice house and surrounding harvest equipment. Here is stored the large quantity of natural
ice then used to protect meat and produce in
transit from spoiling in summer heat. In warm
months a crew is on call day or night, to fill the
hoppers at the end of each of the refrigerated
freight cars, called reefers.
In mid-winter, when the ice in the 1ake is
just the desired depth, an extra crew is hired to
supplement the men from Bridge and Building.
A temporary viaduct is installed over the main
line and connected to an inclined ramp running
down to below ice level. This is equipped with
an endless chain, studded with cross pieces and
powered by a small engine. Ice is cut into massive blocks and floated to the conveyor left to be
raised to roof 1evel. From there it’s directed
with pike poles to interior ramps down which it
careens to its saw dust lined storage area. There
was no OSHA in those days and, apart from
creepers, all work was done with 1ittle or no
protective gear, a slip could mean a cold bath,
gashed hand or crushed foot. The younger,
Island Pond Historical Society

more athletic workers take pride in handling the
most dangerous, mobile jobs.
On the north side of the yard, not far from
the end of the old, rumbling car bridge, was the
roundhouse and shop. This complex included a
bunk house for the head end crews – fireman
and engineers – a large boiler, a fully equipped
machine shop and, of course, the round house
with stalls for a dozen or more locomotives
under maintenance. These were reached individually via turn table. The boiler, operating 24
hours a day, generated steam both for heat and
power. The machine shop was fully equipped for
all but the heaviest of maintenance requirements.
Nearby was kept a crane called the big hook to
be used in case of wrecks.
Steam locomotives were, by their very
nature, high maintenance machines. Running at
speed, rocking along the rails, they seemed
determined to fly apart. Consequently they
demanded constant repair. While many routine
supplies and parts were available off the shelf the
shop had the capability to fabricate practically
8
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any replacement item required. The elite of the
shop workers were machinists who had learned
their trade from the ground up through a stringent, much sought after, four year apprentice
program. Given the tools and the proper stock
of metal these highly skilled men could, and did,
make almost any needed part.
The men who moved locomotives in and out
of the shop were called “hostlers”. Constant
repetition of what for them was mindless routine
often led to boredom – bad for them but great
for a curious teenager. Totally against regulations
a friendly man might occasiona1ly allow a
youngster not only to operate the little, geared
steam engine that moved the turn table but, glory
be, run a locomotive.
Steam power is very flexible and forgiving
so, with a bit of instruction, one could learn how
to set the engine brake, let a modicum of steam
into the cylinders, close the throttle and then
tweak the brake so as to allow the heavy beast to
gently move an inch or so. In this way, the
turntable was burdened and necessarily balanced
Island Pond Historical Society

for easy movement. Then, when the table was
locked in line with the selected track, the engine
cou1d be inched home.
Unfortunately, the repetitive routine of the
hostler’s job sometimes also led to the jug and
beyond. One good and generous but often
tempted guy managed during his long tenure to
run an engine through the back of the roundhouse a record three times! Another failure for
Rule “G.” Because he was well liked by all he
no doubt got holy-hell but was never fired.
There’s an old saw that a girl can’t be
cornered in the roundhouse but that didn’t stop
some late winter night hanky panky in the
heated foreman’s office. The boiler room provided a late night haven in which to sleep off too
much celebration. And there was al1 kinds of
more or less harmless kidding and deviltry as
there always is among men seeking a break from
routine. An example was the communal toilet
which comprised five or six private stalls over a
metal trough flushed by a continuous stream of
water; Once in a while a wag would light a wad
9
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of cotton waste or paper and float it under the
downstream occupants.
In our shop, and no fun at all, there had in
the ear1y ‘20s been a rotten whiff of the KKK –
then largely anti-Catholic in the local scene.
Happi1y, this contaminating absurdity had generally dissipated ten or fifteen years later.
The so-called yard where freight cars were
marshaled into trains was maintained by the
regular section crew supplemented by part-time
gangs during snow season. This provided some
income for youngsters and men otherwise out of
work. The same was true for the main lines
where the tracks were routinely maintained by
regular, permanent crews. Major repairs and
replacements called for extra gangs, another
source of part time work, generally during the
summer months.
The never ending task of making up trains
was done by so-ca11ed switch men working with
a locomotive and crew. Yard engines were designed for good traction with all their weight on
the relatively small driving wheels. The crews
were special, too. Shunting was dangerous and
demanding work. The men on the ground depended on each other and the engineer for their
very lives. Can you imagine working through a
Island Pond Historical Society
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dark and slippery winter night, responding
entirely to signals relayed by oil or carbide
lanterns, reaching between cars to release
couplings or join brake lines? This was a
situation in which agility, skill, guts and full
trust in one another combined to form what
really was a team.
Main 1ine running crews were made up of
two main divisions, head end and tail end.
Conductors were in charge of the train. However engineers who had been organized earlier
got more pay. You can guess which group
thought they truly were paramount!
The engineer was, of course, the actual boss
of the locomotive. The hard working fireman
reported to him. In the days before mechanica1
stokers he endlessly shoveled coal into the
firebox and only occasionally got the learning
experience of running the engine. In a freight
train, the crew on the engine also usually
included a brakeman.
Running an engine in all kinds of weather,
night and day, was a great responsibility. It
called for skill and judgment, which, as usual,
was not equally distributed. Some engine men
were 1iked and lauded by fellow workers.
Some were feared and hated. A case in the
Summer 2004

personal automobile. This was especially true in
Canada during the winter where the roads were
apt not to be plowed. Cynics held that this was a
deliberate ploy by the government to increase
CNR business. In any case there were generally
dependable, if leisurely, schedules and comfortable coaches. There was passing scenery to
enjoy and often amusement provided by the
eccentricities of other passengers. A friendly
attendant might allow a youngster to join him in
the baggage car.
For an added fare, one could go first class.
This meant a seat in the parlor or chair car for
relatively short travel or a sleeper for over-night
runs. Such travel between Island Pond and
Montreal was provided for many years in a chair
car under the management of a large, gracious,
tan skinned Elmer Johnson. Here one got a
separate seat, porter service and, would you
believe, excellent light meals. At one end of the
car were several tables set with polished cutlery,
gleaming glassware and immaculate linen. From
a tiny galley Elmer prepared and served uniformly fine food. Well remembered is chicken
salad served with all the trimmings on a pedestal
plate. This very demanding round trip service

latter point was one who habitually fell fast
asleep the moment the engine stopped and
consequently responded to no signals. This
might compel a brakeman or conductor to hike
the length of a thirty car train to get him going
again.
The conductor, assisted by brakemen or
trainmen, ruled the body of the train. In freight
service these men shared a caboose, sometimes
called a van. This transient combination home
and office included rudimentary sleeping and
eating facilities. On the roof was an observation
copula to allow the observation of the train in
motion. Freight cars then had journal bearings
subject to overheating and possible failure. The
smoke from a hot box detected early might well
prevent a wreck.
In passenger service the uniformed conductor, assisted by one or more trainmen, collected
tickets, called the stations and often flirted with
lady passengers. It was said that in many cases
this was the principal reason men on the make
chose these jobs rather than generally more
celibate freight runs.
Travel by passenger train was usually a
pleasure, much superior in many ways to the
Island Pond Historical Society
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involved high skill and total devotion to business
for at least twelve hours a day, six days a week.
Occasionally there were special, excursion
trains to special events or favorite places like Old
Orchard Beach. A cherished memory of very
old-timers was that of a touring President Grant
stopping to rest, eat and admire the view.
The hands down favorite attraction was, of
course, when the circus trains stopped. Long
trains of sleeping and dining cars provided
comfortable living quarters for performers.
Dusty roustabouts made do wrapped in blankets
on open flat cars under the gaudy circus wagons. The high point was when the trumpeting
elephants were herded off to suck up and sometimes spray gallons of water, much to the joy of
kids of all ages.
The road itself sometimes provided passage
for other than those paying to ride. In the tough
times, homeless men rode the rods on freight
trains or walked the track. This was less comIsland Pond Historical Society

mon close to the border here and thus and under
official scrutiny. Much more joyfully, Habitant
snow shoe club members in colorful costumes
with distinctive sashes tramped the snow between
St. Hyacinth and French towns like Lewiston
down the line.
Adding to the woes of the great depression
was the cursed 19th Amendment, called Prohibition. During this incubation period for big time
crime, bootleggers big and small found the
temptation to import illicit Canadian hooch more
than they could resist. They walked it in on foot,
packed it through the woods on mules, raced it
in by night in fast cars and, of course, relied on
the handy railroad. Despite the best efforts of the
Customs enough came south of the border so
that no thirsty Island Ponder needed to go dry. It
was reliably reported that one local team including a conductor and a trainmaster managed
undetected to bring in a boxcar full of prime
scotch, then wisely quit when they were ahead.
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The railroad, on the move through the center
of town day and night, could be dangerous both
for workers and others accidentally involved.
One victim who became sort of a star in a
population rich with odd characters was Charlie
Street. He was known, without intended cruelty,
as “the shortest street in town.” As a child he
had slid under a moving train and lost both legs
just below the knee.
He learned to walk on his knees fitted with
1ittle, specially made leather boots and aided by
a short cane. He lived with his sister “Lizzy”
who turned him out every day dressed to make
the town rounds in high fashion. Always in a
natty three piece suit, topped with a snappy
fedora, he was apt in season to be sporting a
flower in his lapel. Beribboned Pinch-nest
glasses were standard as was a decent cigar. He
was known widely as a ladies man and was apt
to pull a cork once in a while. It was said he
could smell a poker game at least as far east as
the Maine border. I don’t think he lost much
sleep over being handicapped, enjoyed his local
celebrity and lived, for the most part, a long and
happy life.
Island Pond Historical Society
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But enough! We stray and interest in the past
is limited at best. What of the future?
I recently stood on the overpass at East
Brighton, looking toward Wenlock. The roadbed
was as straight as ever but the tracks wandered a
bit and the ties looked shabby. From some
distance I could see the approach of a lonely
diesel locomotive, swaying along, obeying a slow
order that’s probably permanent. As it came
close I could see the faded paint and generally
shabby look. The crew looked dejected. As they
passed under me I caught the stink of the sooty
exhaust.
Despite hearing that they’re currently busy
hauling record tonnage, I felt that I was witness
to a wake, if not an interment. It seems more
than likely that a bad wreck, a bridge wash out,
a ripple in the general economy or an embargo
on Canadian lumber might well mean the death
of this sad, rundown remnant of a once proud
road.
However, the romance and excitement of the
days of steam trains lives on in many happy, if
fading, memories.
Summer 2004

Commercial Club - Brighton High School 1934
Phylis Cross, Brendan "Jake" Cramer, Ruth Danforth Miller,
Francelia Lamoureau, Elaine "Car" Cargill, Wanda Lamolli
(Teacher), Blanch Morse. Back Row "Pat" Bernard Boylan,
"Curt" Curtis, "Bunny" Clara Davis, Pearl Cole.

Cross Street

Lefebvre Cottage - Seymour Lake
Front - Connie Moody, Atlantis Thurber,
Thelma King, Elaine Cargill. Back- Grace
Weatherstone, Daisy Danforth, Bea Lefebvre
(mother), Ruth Danforth Miller, Vera Maxwell,
Kathl;een Wallace.

Cross
Island Pond Historical Society
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David Miller and "Toot", grandfather Frank
Danforth in front if the Island Pond railroad
station.

Late 1930's - Robert Reilley, Ruth Danforth,
Cubby Goulet. The lake was like glass fro one
end to the other! Great Skating.
Island Pond Historical Society
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Morgan Road -- Front- Connie Moody,
Ruth Danforth, Vera Maxwell, Thelma
King. Back- Grace Weatherstone, --Christie, Atlantis Thurber

Island Pond Historical Society
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Kevin Grafagnino,
Vermont Historical
Director, presents
John Carbonneau
with a Lifetime
Achievement Award
on May 21, 2004

Leaders in Local History Gather at Goddard College
By Amy Cunningham, Vermont Historical Society
The Vermont Historical Society hosted
members of the League of Local Historical
Societies from thoroughout the state at Goddard
College for the League’s 51st annual meeting on
Friday, May 21st. “A Patchwork of Ideas” was
the theme of the daylong event.
Speaker of the morning session H. Nicholas
Muller III, longtime leader nationwide in the
field of history. He spoke enthusiastically about
the growing interest in preserving Vermont’s
unique history. Dr. Muller was a dean and
professor of history at the University of Vermont
and former editor of the quarterly “Vermont
History.” He has also served as director of the
Wisconsin Historical Society and as president of
Colby-Sawyer College in New Hampshire. Most
recently he was president and CEO of the Frank
Loyd Wright Foundation. Currently Dr. Muller
lives in the Champlain Valley and serves as a
trustee of the Vermont Historical Society.
During the morning business meeting,
winners of “Local Historical Society Achievement awards” were presented with certificates
honoring outstanding accomplishments in publications, historic preservation, society operations,
Island Pond Historical Society

exhibits and museum techniques and educational
outreach. In addition, awards were given for
individual achievements. Awards were presented
to historical societies in Chittenden County,
Georgia, Townsend, Putney, Woodstock, St.
Albans, Vernon, Milton, Worcester, Grafton,
Lyndon, Rutland, and Strafford. Receiving
individual achievement awards were Morris
Lindman of Weston, Meg Donahue of
Northfield, Alfred Scaia fo Readsboro, Kim
KingZea of Strafford, and John Carbonneau of
Island Pond.
Following lunch prepared by the New England Culinary Institute, participants attended
two wprkshops, choosing from the topics of
running an effective membership program;
artifact care and handling; publishing unique
newsletters; and creating a “Treasure Quest”
program to increase interest in a community’s
historical people and places.
The League meeting was made possible in
part through the support of Greensboro Garage;
Lendco, Ltd.; Rock of Ages Corporation; and
TheCountryBookshop.com.
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Recent Deaths
Life members
Gyln Benjamin
Muriel Webster Bly
Herbert “Jim” Caouette
Clifton A Cole
Hazel Chase Crowe
Yoshiko Koyama Davis
Rev William Gallagher
Carmel O’Dowd Henry
Helen Langford
Matilda Boutin Laliberte
Beatrice Danforth Lefebvre
Christine Manning
Blanche Maxwell
Mrs Inez Powell
Mabel O’Gorman Riggie
Walter Fredrick Seguin
Norma Samson Wright..

Non-members
Keith Applebee
Roland DeLaBruere Sr.
Melinda Marquis Forcier
Deacon William Graden
Ted Johnson
Miss Tainimae Kinney
Robert N Knox
Mrs Gary Lampher
Alice Laitres Paradis
Jessie P Welch
Ronald “Mac” Worth

Memorial Gifts for:
Yoshiko Koyama Davis by
John and Elaine Carbonneau
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Island Pond Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 408
Island Pond, Vermont 05846-0408
Application or Membership Renewal for Memberships ending August 31, 2004
Mail to: Island Pond Historical Society, P.O. Box 408, Island Pond, VT 05846-0408
Name______________________________________________________________
Street______________________________________________________________
City_______________________State_______Zip____________-____________
Memberships $8.00 Regular ( ), $15.00 Contributing ( ), $50.00 Life Member ( )
Husband and wife may jointly share all memberships.
Mail Your Renewal Today!
Special notice
Membership cards mailed to those enclosing self addressed stamped envelope.
Life memberships include automatic listing on Memorial Roll of Honor for individual and/or both parties.
Others may be listed on the Memorial Roll for a donation of $50.00 per person.
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Island Pond Railroad Station and new footbridge in January 2004. The temperature is -20 F.
(Photo by Mark C. Biron)
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